
Infographics Made Easy Infographics Made Easy 

Will begin promptly at Noon.  

February 7, 2024

Facilitators: Bethany Buck & Peter Berryman 

Conference Specifications:
- 5-minute presentation time
- 1 slide
- 10” x 7” landscape
- 1024 x 768 pixels at 96dpi



Identify an impactful infographic.

Design infographics with your audience in mind. 

Explain how infographics work for transferring knowledge to images. 

Select best design methods for infographic development. 

Practice timings for infographic delivery. 

From this workshop you will be able to: 
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What is an Infographic? 
Oxford defines an infographic as “a visual image such as a chart or 

diagram used to represent information or data.”



Why Do Infographics Work? 
To get scientific, experts have determined that the human brain can 
remember images better than words because our brains dually encode 
images but encode words only once! As humans we also associate 
recognition with images that transcend language and cultures. 

Source: Picture Superiority Effect, https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/18927048/



Famous 
Infographics

The Vitruvian Man
was created by 
Leonardo da Vinci 
around the year 
1487. 

It is accompanied 
by notes based on 
the work of the 
famed architect, 
Vitruvius Pollio

Source: https://www.leonardodavinci.net/the-vitruvian-man.jsp

Who was the 

audience?

https://www.leonardodavinci.net/the-vitruvian-man.jsp


Famous 
Infographics

The Periodic Table of 
Elements.  

In 1869, Russian 
chemist Dmitri 
Mendeleev created 
the framework that 
became the modern 
periodic table, 
leaving gaps for 
elements that were 
yet to be 
discovered.

Source: https://www.asbmb.org/asbmb-today/science/020721/a-brief-history-of-the-periodic-table

Who was the 

audience?

What do the 

colors 

mean?

What do the 

rows and 

columns 

mean?



Infographics in Space!
Plaque on the 
pioneer 10 
spacecraft. 

It was designed by 
Carl Sagan and 
Frank Drake. The 
Pioneer plaque 
contains drawings 
of two humans 
and our place in 
the galaxy. 

Source: https://airandspace.si.edu/stories/editorial/pioneer-carries-message-across-star

Who was the 

audience?

What do the 

images 

mean?



Infographics in Education



Infographics in Education



Infographics in Education

FUN 

FACT 



Infographics in Education

Which one of these hierarchy infographics speak to you?
Vote: 1, 2, or 3 in the chat! 



How to make impactful 
Infographics! 

Let’s navigate through 6 easy steps for building your next infographic.

Technology in use: PowerPoint

Unmute if you have questions along the journey! 
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Turning into

Narrow down 

the topics, 

concepts, 

and data 

your viewers 

must have to 

grasp 

the 

knowledge 

you want to 

share.

Chunk your 

topics into 

small facts and 

phrases to 

reduce the 

amount of 

reading needed. 

Create an 

outline to map

out your 

infographic.  

Select simple 

images or icons 

that best 

represent each 

topic or concept.

In a 30 second 

glance viewers 

understand your 

topics and 

concepts. 

In a 1-to-2-

minute review 

viewers can 

understand your 

details, data and 

next steps.  

Timing takes 

practice! 

Effective 

infographics 

are a call to 

action.  What 

steps should 

your viewers 

take next? 

How can 

viewers

use your 

information? 

in 6 easy steps!

Remember:

Data 

Can easily 

be shared in 

graphs and 

charts!  

Infographic by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

Choose 2 or 3 bold 

colors and keep 

fonts simple and 

repetitive.  Create 

a hierarchy with 

spacing and text 

size to draw the 

viewers eye around 

the page.  Don’t be 

afraid of blank 

space, it let’s your 

infographic breathe! 



Turning into

1. Narrow down the topics.

in 6 easy steps!

Infographic training by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

2. Use the “5,000-mile-high” method.  

3. Decide what data is a MUST!

4. Be prepared to “shave” back content.

HINT: You need an outline! 



Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Infographic Training by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

1. Chunk into small facts and phrases.

2. Reduce reading material.  

3. Create a map of the outline.

4. Shave it back and do it all again.



Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Infographic Training by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

1. Choose 2 or 3 bold colors.

2. Keep fonts simple and repetitive.  

3. Create a hierarchy to move the focus.

4. Use negative space to create rests.



Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Infographic Training by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

Design element examples 

provided by 

Peter Berryman, 

Director of Digital Instruction 

for USG. 
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Turning into in 6 easy steps!
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Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Source: https://eazybi.com/blog/data-visualization-and-chart-types and https://extremepresentation.typepad.com/blog/2006/09/choosing_a_good.html

1. Select graphs and charts to best  

represent your data*.

2. Keep the graphs and charts simple.  

3. Use colors and fonts that compliment  

the overall design.

* How do you choose a chart? 

https://eazybi.com/blog/data-visualization-and-chart-types
https://extremepresentation.typepad.com/blog/2006/09/choosing_a_good.html




Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Infographic Training by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

1. 30-second glance:

2. One-to-two minute review:  

3. Three-to- five minutes:



Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Infographic Training by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

1. Infographics can be a call to action and 

should provide next steps.

2. List what viewers should do to learn more or

go further. 

3. Include how viewers can use your infographic 

information. 



Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Infographic Training by Bethany Buck , Instructional Designer at FVSU

1. Source In Text

2. Multi Source

3. HTML Source

















Turning into

Narrow down 

the topics, 

concepts, 

and data 

your viewers 

must have to 

grasp 

the 

knowledge 

you want to 

share.

Chunk your 

topics into 

small facts and 

phrases to 

reduce the 

amount of 

reading needed. 

Create an 

outline to map

out your 

infographic.  

Select simple 

images or icons 

that best 

represent each 

topic or concept.

In a 30 second 

glance viewers 

understand your 

topics and 

concepts. 

In a 1-to-2-

minute review 

viewers can 

understand your 

details, data and 

next steps.  

Timing takes 

practice! 

Effective 

infographics 

are a call to 

action.  What 

steps should 

your viewers 

take next? 

How can 

viewers

use your 

information? 

in 6 easy steps!

Remember:

Data 

Can easily 

be shared in 

graphs and 

charts!  

Source for citing: https://venngage.com/blog/how-to-cite-an-infographic/#cite-sources-on-infographic

Choose 2 or 3 bold 

colors and keep 

fonts simple and 

repetitive.  Create 

a hierarchy with 

spacing and text 

size to draw the 

viewers eye around 

the page.  Don’t be 

afraid of blank 

space, it let’s your 

infographic breathe! 



Turning into in 6 easy steps!



Turning into in 6 easy steps!

Using PowerPoint for 
Infographic Design

Wednesday

February 21st

at 12pm


